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Business Plans. These documents are updated annually and describe how we intend to achieve our vision of providing
a continuously improving west coast.

That creates problems in network performance for other customers. The Queen of Coquitlam was supposed to
make trips back-and-forth between Horseshoe Bay and the Sunshine Coast all weekend, but will instead be out
of commission for about a week as crews repair a sealing mechanism on the vessel's propeller blades. The
trips being added beginning on Thursday include: June 27 p. Telus is also adjusting its strategy for families. In
addition to offering pools of data that can be shared by two or more people, it's also offering price discounts
when a family opts for two or more unlimited data plans. The company is also making a couple of other
changes that reflect how Canada's big national wireless carriers are responding to pressure from competitors,
policy makers and consumers. As a result, he says, Telus chose to slow data transfer rates to kilobits per
second if usage goes above the plan's full-speed limit â€” rather than kbps as its rivals are doing. Friday and
Saturday are expected to be the busiest days at Horseshoe Bay, and Monday is expected to be the busiest at
Langdale. The company said people who are planning to brave the Horseshoe Bay or Langdale terminals
without a reservation should consider going by foot and getting to the ferry on a bus as parking is expected to
reach capacity early in the weekend. The Queen of Surrey, which is the main vessel on the route, will still be
doing its usual schedule with a few extra sailings, but BC Ferries admits some of the times are less than ideal
â€” including a 4 a. Jim Senko, president of Telus Mobility Solutions, says that the Vancouver-based company
has struck a balance between satisfying the growing demand for wireless data and the capabilities of the
network that delivers it. Telus technically became the first of the national carriers on Wednesday to embrace a
hardware pricing strategy that's been used by Freedom Mobile and Eastlink. But Rogers announced within
hours that it will also begin offering zero-down, zero-interest financing for new phones starting next week â€”
a move that Rogers had said previously that it would do this summer. Wanted man arrested near Chapman
Creek Falls Freedom Mobile has claimed the Big Three are just following its Big Gig pricing strategy,
announced in October , but Telus and Rogers say they're actually getting ready for higher data traffic on their
fifth-generation networks. The scramble triggered by all the cancelled sailings is expected to snarl traffic on
the way to Horseshoe Bay, but BC Ferries said traffic control staff will be on hand to make things as smooth
as possible. Related Stories. But given the company is at the peak of its summer schedule, Marshall said they
don't have another major vessel to deploy.


